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Resumen: 

 

Heterogeneous computing is seen as a path forward to deliver the energy and performance              

improvements needed over the next decade. That way, heterogeneous systems feature GPUs (Graphics             

Processing Units) or FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) that excel at accelerating complex tasks              

while consuming less energy. There are also heterogeneous architectures on-chip, like the processors             

developed for mobile devices (laptops, tablets and smartphones) comprised of multiple cores and a              

GPU. This talk covers hardware and software aspects of this kind of heterogeneous architectures.              

Regarding the HW, we briefly discuss the underlying architecture of some heterogeneous chips             

composed of multicores+GPU and multicores+FPGA, delving into the differences between both kind of             

accelerators and how to measure the energy they consume. We also address the different solutions to                

get a coherent view of the memory shared between the cores and the GPU or between the cores and                   

the FPGA.  
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